


Come, but please don’t stay is a group show held at 1336 N 
Damen Ave from December 8-11. The group show at the Air 
B&B questions and addresses sense of belonging. The artists 
are concerned with communication as much as aesthetics. 
Conjoining technology with the handmade, the artists envision 
the new collectives: of process, new production methods 
and ideas that indicate attachments and relevance.  Part of 
their process is to examine, experiment, analyze, critique 
and reject. The works on view combine ideas between 
functional objects and sculptures. The materials used are 
characterized by their external inputs, but their conditions 
are integrated and activated by the existing elements at 
the Apartment. 
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 Exaltations, 2015 

EVELYN SUM
CURATORIAL STATEMENT
In addition to her painting practice, Evelyn responds to 
spaces as a curator. Evelyn curates with curiosity to address 
the uncanny, and she values the voice of artists as a collective. 
Evelyn recognizes exhibition parenthesis being literary 
devices that are inevitably about belonging. Aware of her 
social status in the United States as “the other”, Evelyn 
responds as an observer rather than a participant. Her cross 
cultural references allow her to see beyond cultural differ-
ences, and she finds balance between the logical and the 
sentimental. She rationally gathers information and organizes 
it with sensitivity gained from her own painting practice.

Evelyn is an artist and curator currently living and working 
in Chicago, IL and Hong Kong, SAR.  

Curated Exhibition: Accounts of the Numinous, 2015 





Drawn to the idea of infrastructure as a system, I explore 
materialism as a use of language in elevating the found ob-
ject’s frame of context. Incorporating the outside world into 
my practice, I access the infinite possibilities of composition 
and structure. The interaction between two-dimensional 
space and three-dimensional space forming a sensory 
experience and encounter is where my focus lies. Interested 
in the form of display through functionality, I create systems 
through the use of industrial and natural materials, along 
with selected found objects to examine the act of producing 
through procedures. Found remnants of infrastructure are 
placed in a domestic setting creating a purgatory for the 
lost objects. In examining the process of selection, I push 
the boundaries of display through the figurative and literal 
forces of attraction.Martha Morimoto is a Chicago based 
artist, currently pursuing her BFA at the School of the Art 
Institute of Chicago. 

Selected exhibitions include Sullivan Galleries, IL; Heav-
en Gallery, IL; Chicago Industrial Arts & Design Center, IL; 
Woman Made Gallery, IL; Garfield Park Arts Center, IN; 
Ballroom Projects, IL.

MARTHA MORIMOTO





When an object is unable to enact its intended purpose, do 
we consider it a failure? Is an objects utility or “success” 
limited to the object’s ability to embody it’s maker’s desires? 
Accordingly, my current work explores the idea of failure 
as an oppurtunity to generate new content. However, when 
one’s goal is to explore failure, the difficulty comes in 
finding a way to embody failure that isn’t forced or manip-
ulated to meet the artists preffered outcome. Utilizing 3D 
scanning and rendering software takes most of the creative 
production and labour out of my own hands and bestows 
it upon software that I have little to no control over. In an 
attempt to generate an accurate portrait of my own likeness, 
this scanning software yields models that are completed 
with varying levels of accuracy. Nonetheless, the differences 
between these models and how they are presented alows 
viewers to gain a different understanding of the initial ob-
ject and create their own narrative for its new purpose. 

Thomas Schneider is a Toronto based artist and designer 
currently living in Chicago while he pursues his BFA at the 
School of the Art Institute of Chicago. 

THOMAS SCHNEIDER





What can the observer access and what methods do they 
use to gain access? When presented with a seemingly 
impenetrable wall, where does one start in order to view it 
from the other side? I am interested in the ways of know-
ing, or coming to know, things in specifically challenging 
situations. For instance, when one can see the shadow but 
not the object, the observer knows something is there, but 
not necessarily what that thing is. The observer can deduce 
information, but a shadow is a skewed image of the thing. 

Will Krauland is an artist living and working in Chicago, IL. 
He is currently pursuing his BFA at the School of the Art 
Institute of Chicago

WILLIAM KRAULAND





In my experience, most people seem to be uncomfortable 
with the unknown, and the in-between isn’t much better be-
cause it is just a version of the unknown. When something 
is unnameable, unlabeled, unidentifiable, it is confusing, 
disorienting and often causes discomfort. And when some-
thing is almost identifiable, or almost something else but 
not quite, it is exponentially more frustrating. But I feel it is 
in these spaces that the most opportunity and potential lie 
for something new, something to be discovered, and thus 
for something truly exciting to occur. This perspective has 
grown from my experience in between the sculpture, instal-
lation, and design objects departments and also from my 
studies in psychology where I learned there are many such 
gaps in the processes the human mind uses to interpret the 
constant feedback it is receiving from its environment . For 
the past two years, my research has been focused on the 
space of the “in-between.”

Curiosity and commitment to challenging myself are what 
drive my practice. I primarily work with wood, metal, plas-
ter, and digital fabrication processes to produce pieces that 
can work together to create environments for exploration. 
By working with a diverse range of materials, processes, 
and scales, I accomplish curious objects and spaces that 
trigger associations in the mind of the viewer.

I have a passion for objects because of their physical, 
tangible, nature and ability to hold memory. My obsession 
with objects is what drives my creation of them, I hope that 
my objects will spark curiosity and interrupt users in during 
their daily routines. The world is constantly shifting towards 
virtual interaction and it is this movement I seek to disrupt 
through beautifully crafted, thoroughly considered, objects 
that are emotionally engaging and intriguing in form. I’ve 
found that playing with ambiguity in form can transform 
objects from things that perform a function to portals that 
take users back to a time or place in their memory. Through 
the triggering of these deja vu experiences the objects offer 
an alternative means of escape from the reality we so often 
turn to the virtual to avoid.

MAJENTA STRONGHEART





Using vernacular from pop culture, advertising and raw 
industrial materials the work confronts the viewer with 
a reflection of the society we live in where people are 
objectified and products are personified to the point where 
material becomes identity. Bought and found items are 
haphazardly joined with painting, drawing and sculpture in 
an attempt to evoke a sense of dissonance and outrageous-
ness reflective of our relationship with culture, politics and 
the media.

MATIAS AÑON





My recent work deals with displays and structures; I’ve 
been considering these works alongside the idea of picture 
planes and constructed fields within painting.

I am concerned with the pervasiveness of theory and 
taste in terms of what is “contemporary,” or else, what is 
“correct” in terms of expression and artistic responsibil-
ity. I explore this interest by pointing at minimalism and 
away from overt content. I make the connection to mini-
malism in a way that is, although overt, decidedly strange 
and seemingly foolish. I desire for the strangeness of my 
sculptures to convey humor. I am not comfortable working 
from a place of pure aesthetic concern and, through humor 
and historical reference, am attempting to reconcile with my 
artistic inclinations.

I am trying to flesh them out and to work in processes 
which require the blending of styles and materials. I aim  
to work earnestly but also acknowledge my desire to  
work intricately. 

I represent this through contrasting moments of softness 
and articulate touch. I am directly reflecting upon my own 
avoidance of painting, and dissecting the reasons why 
art-making can feel so incredibly heavy.

ANNA SAPIENZA


